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Phenomenological interpretations of the ac Hall effect in the normal state of YBa2Cu3O7
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ac and dc magnetotransport data in the normal state of YBa2Cu3O7 are analyzed within Fermi-liquid and
non-Fermi-liquid models. In the Fermi-liquid analysis we use the Fermi surface deduced from band-structure
calculations and angular-resolved photoemission experiments and assume that the electron relaxation rate
varies over the Fermi surface. The non-Fermi-liquid models are the two-dimensional Luttinger-liquid model
and the charge-conjugation-symmetry model. We find that the existing experimental data can be adequately fit
by any of these models. This work provides a framework for the analysis of experiments that may discriminate
among these models.@S0163-1829~98!04006-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The simplest model of the electron transport in metals
the Drude model, where all relaxation processes are
scribed by a single relaxation timet.1 This model fails to
describe the transport properties of high-Tc superconductors
in the normal state. Evidence of the failure comes from co
parison of the temperature (T) dependence of the in-plan
resistivity rxx51/sxx and the inverse Hall angle
cotuH5sxx/sxy, wheresxx andsxy are the longitudinal and
the Hall components of the conductivity tensor. In the Dru
model, bothrxx and cotuH are proportional to the scatterin
rate t21, and therefore should have the same tempera
dependence. Experiments, however, show a linear temp
ture dependence forrxx and T2 dependence for cotuH .2–8

Additional evidence comes from the frequency (v) depen-
dence of the Hall coefficientRH5sxy /(Hsxxsyy) and the
inverse Hall angle cotuH in YBa2Cu3O7 thin films.9 The ex-
perimental data is shown in the upper and lower panels
Fig. 1, where the solid circles represent the real parts~Re!
and the solid squares represent the imaginary parts~Im! of
RH(v) and cotuH(v). While the inverse Hall angle has
frequency dependence consistent with the Drude mo
Re cotuH(v)5const and Im cotuH(v)}v ~the lower panel in
Fig. 1!, the Hall coefficientRH(v) exhibits non-Drude be-
havior ~the upper panel in Fig. 1!. Indeed, in the single-
relaxation-time model ReRH is frequency independent, an
ImRH[0; whereas experimentally ReRH changes by a facto
of 3 from v50 to v5200 cm21, and ImRH(v)Ó0.10

In order to explain different temperature dependences
rxx and cotuH , Anderson11 suggested that the transport pro
erties of cuprates are governed by two distinct relaxat
times t tr}T21 and tH}T22. The first relaxation time con
trols the longitudinal conductivity, whereas theproduct of
the two times determines the Hall conductivity:

sxx5
vp

2t tr

4p
, sxy5

vp
2vHt trtH

4p
. ~1!
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In a conventional model, the coefficientsvp andvH in Eq.
~1! would be the plasma and the cyclotron frequencies,
here they are proposed to be related to the dynamical
sponse of the quasiparticles of the two-dimensional~2D!
Luttinger liquid. Generalizing Eq.~1! to a finite frequency in
a conventional manner:

t j
21→t j

212 iv, j 5tr,H, ~2!

Kaplan et al.9 produced a good quantitative fit of the
magneto-optical data.12 However, a microscopic justification
of Anderson’s hypothesis is problematic. Anderson argu
that the two relaxation times originate from two differe
quasiparticles, holons and spinons, in the Luttinger-liq

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of real and imaginary parts o
inverse Hall angle cotuH ~lower panel! and the Hall coefficientRH

~upper panel!. Experimental values from Ref. 9 are represented
the solid circles~real parts! and the solid squares~imaginary parts!.
The solid, dashed, and dotted curves show the frequency de
dences generated by the additive two-t model@Eqs.~6!–~8!#, by the
multiplicative two-t model @Eqs. ~1! and ~2!#, and by the charge-
conjugation model@Eqs.~21!–~23!#, respectively.
3089 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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picture of two-dimensional electron gas.11 However, distinct
kinetic equations for spinons and holons producing two d
ferent relaxation times have not been demonstrated ex
itly. In a heuristic discussion, the two times were introduc
as different coefficients in front of the electric and the Lo
entz forces in the stationary Boltzmann equation for
electrons.13 However, this procedure violates Lorentz inva
ance between the electric and Lorentz forces and contra
the electron equation of motion, which uniquely determin
the force term in the Boltzmann equation. It is problematic
write the kinetic equation of Ref. 13 as a time-depend
Boltzmann equation, because it is not clear whethert tr or tH
should be placed in front of the time derivative of the ele
tron distribution function.14 Lee and Lee15 studied the Hall
effect in a holon-spinon liquid and found a frequenc
independentRH(v), the same result as in Refs. 12 and 1
which does not agree with experiment.9 Abrahams16 demon-
strated that Eq.~1! can be derived from the Boltzmann equ
tion for the electrons if the scattering integral has two diff
ent relaxation times for the electron velocities parallel a
perpendicular to the applied electric field. However, this
sumption cannot be valid in linear-response theory, wh
the scattering integral does not depend explicitly on the
finitesimal external electric field. Moreover, Kotliar, Se
gupta, and Varma17 proved in general that it is not possib
to obtain the multiplicative rule~1! from a Boltzmann equa
tion for the electrons. They observed that skew scattering
diverging as 1/T, would produce the temperature dependen
of the dc magnetotransport. However, their model pred
that RH(v) does not depend onv, contradicting the ac
experiment.9 Coleman, Schofield, and Tsvelik18 proposed
that the true quasiparticles may have even and odd cha
conjugation symmetry, and their relaxation is characteri
by two different ratesG f andGs . That assumption requires
Bogolyubov transformation of electrons into Majorana fe
mions, which implies some sort of Cooper pairing with t
total momentum of twice the Fermi momentum. Physi
justification for the charge-conjugation symmetry is n
clear. Lange19 demonstrated that the frequency depende
of the Hall constantRH(v) corresponding to the ansatz~1!
and ~2! can be naturally obtained within the memor
function formalism. However, a microscopic calculatio
within this formalism is not available yet.

An alternative phenomenological explanation for the te
perature dependences ofrxx andRH within standard Fermi-
liquid theory with the electron scattering rate varying ov
the Fermi surface was proposed in Refs. 4,5. A conceptu
similar approach20 was quantitatively successful in descri
ing the Hall coefficient of simple cubic metals. In the a
proach of Refs. 4,5, the Fermi surface of YBa2Cu3O7 is as-
sumed to have a specific geometry: large flat regions
sharp corners. The electron scattering rate is assumed to
linear temperature dependence on the flat parts of the F
surface and quadratic in the corners. With the appropr
choice of parameters, the longitudinal conductivity is dom
nated by the contribution from the flat regions, whereas
sharply curved corners control the Hall conductivity, and
model approximately yields the required temperature dep
dences,sxx}T and sxy}T3.4,5 A number of papers exam
ined this approach microscopically: the linear temperat
dependence of 1/t within the nested-Fermi-liquid model21
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and the distribution of 1/t over the Fermi surface within the
model of antiferromagnetic fluctuations.22–26 The degree of
quantitative agreement between the experiment and
model by Stojkovic´ and Pines was debated in Refs. 27. U
ing a very different microscopic approach, the formalism
slave bosons, Sa´ de Melo, Wang, and Doniach28 studied the
distribution of t over an effective Fermi surface of thet-J
model and calculatedRH using an equation equivalent to ou
Eqs. ~3! and ~4!. An indirect experimental evidence for th
anisotropy oft was found in the angular dependence of ma
netoresistance in Tl2Ba2CuO6.

29 A strong variation oft over
the Fermi surface and the so-called ‘‘hot spots’’ occur n
only in the theoretical models of magnetotransport in hig
Tc superconductors, but also in organic quasi-on
dimensional conductors.30

Recent measurements of thermopower31 produced an evi-
dence that the two lifetimes exist in the cuprate metals e
without magnetic field. That would eliminate the theoretic
models where the second lifetime has a purely magnetic
gin, such as the gauge model15 and the skew scattering
model.17 The thermopower experiment poses a challenge
Anderson’s model,11 where the two lifetimes are associate
with the processes normal and tangential to the Fermi
face, because thermopower involves only the normal p
cesses. On the other hand, the charge-conjugation and
Fermi-liquid models, where the two lifetimes exist irrespe
tive of magnetic field, are compatible with the experimen

In this paper, we generalize the phenomenological Fer
liquid approach of Refs. 4,5 to finite frequencies. We
RH(v) and cotuH(v) from Ref. 9 using a model in which
different parts of the Fermi surface are characterized by
distinct relaxation timest1 andt2. Since the two parts of the
Fermi surface contribute additively to the conductivity te
sor, we call this model the additive two-t model. The addi-
tive law ~6! and ~7! of this model is in the contrast to th
multiplicative law~1! of Anderson’s model. The additive law
follows naturally from the Boltzmann equation for the ele
trons, whereas the multiplicative law has not been deriv
microscopically.

In our model, we assume that the relaxation timest1 and
t2 themselves do not depend on frequency. This assump
does not contradict the experimental fact that 1/t;v at high
frequencies,32,33 because we restrict our fits to the relative
low-frequency rangev<200 cm21, where the frequency de
pendence oft is not yet significant.

II. FITTING sxx„v… AND sxy„v…

IN AN ADDITIVE TWO- t MODEL

We consider a layered electronic system consisting
two-dimensional~2D! square lattices parallel to the (x,y)
plane and spaced along thez axis with the distanced. A
weak magnetic fieldH is applied perpendicular to the plane
We neglect coupling between the layers and assume
electrons form a 2D Fermi surface. Different points on t
Fermi surface can be labeled bykt , the traverse componen
of the electron wave vector. In general, the electr
relaxation time t(kt) and the Fermi velocity v(kt)
5Avx

2(kt)1vy
2(kt) may vary along the Fermi surface

Within the conventional relaxation-time approximation f
the Boltzmann equation,1 the components of the frequency
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dependent conductivity tensor are given by the followi
equations:

sxx~v!5
e2

2p2\d
R vx

2~kt! t̃ ~kt ,v!

v~kt!
dkt

5
e2

~2p!2\d
R v~kt! t̃ ~kt ,v! dkt , ~3!

sxy~v!5
e3H

~2p\!2cd
R dkt ez•Fv~kt! t̃ ~kt ,v!

3
d@v~kt! t̃ ~kt ,v!#

dkt
G , ~4!

1

t̃ ~kt ,v!
5

1

t~kt!
2 iv, ~5!

where\ is the Planck constant,c is the speed of light,e is
the electron charge,ez is a unit vector along thez axis, and
the integrals are taken over the Fermi surface. Equation~4! is
a finite-frequency generalization of Ong’s formula,34 which
expresses the Hall conductivity of a 2D system in terms
the area enclosed by the mean-free-path curve. Equatio~4!
applies when magnetic field is weak:vct!1, where
vc5(2peH/\c)@rdkt /v(kt)#21 is the cyclotron frequency
corresponding to the electron motion around the Fe
surface.1

Although in general the scattering rate should be conti
ously distributed over the Fermi surface, to simplify analy
we consider a model in which the Fermi surface is divid
into two regions characterized by different relaxation tim
t1 and t2. With this assumption, Eqs.~3! and ~4! can be
parametrized as follows:

sxx~v!5
vp

2

4p
@a1 t̃ 1~v!1a2 t̃ 2~v!#, a11a251, ~6!

sxy~v!5
vp

2vH

4p
@b1 t̃ 1

2~v!1b2 t̃ 2
2~v!#, b11b251,

~7!

1

t̃ 1,2~v!
5

1

t1,2
2 iv, ~8!

where

vp
25

e2

p\d R v~kt! dkt , ~9!

vH5
eH

\c R ez•@v~kt!3dv~kt!#YR v~kt! dkt , ~10!

a15E
1
v~kt!dkt YR v~kt! dkt , ~11!
f

i

-
s
d
s

b15E
1
ez•@v~kt!3dv~kt!#YR ez•@v~kt!3dv~kt!#.

~12!

In Eqs.~11! and~12!, *1 denotes integration over the part o
the Fermi surface with the relaxation timet1. Equation~9!
defines the plasma frequencyvp of the electron gas. The
frequencyvH in Eq. ~10! is proportional to the magnetic
field H, however is does not coincide with the cyclotro
frequencyvc except for a circular Fermi surface. Equatio
~6!–~8! represent the general form forsxx(v) andsxy(v) in
the additive two-t model and in this general case correspo
to a conventional two-band model. The equations contain
parameters: the prefactorsvp and vH , the weightsa1 and
b1, and the scattering timest1 andt2. The dimensional pa-
rametersvp andvH determine the overall scale ofsxx and
sxy , whereas the timet1 sets the overall frequency scal
The remaining three dimensionless parametersa1, b1, and
j5t2 /t1 determine the shape of the frequency dependen
The frequencyv appears in Eqs.~6! and~7! only through the
effective timest̃ 1(v) and t̃ 2(v) defined in Eq.~8!. At high
frequenciesv@1/t1,2, the two effective times coincide
t̃ 1(v)5 t̃ 2(v)52 iv, and the model reduces to a simp
Drude model.@The discussion of the high-frequency lim
v@1/t1,2 here and in the next paragraph is given only
illustrate the mathematical properties of the functions
volved. It should not be applied literally to the high
frequency experiment, where the relaxation timet1 itself
starts to depend on frequency: 1/t1;v ~Refs. 32,33!.#

The additive two-t model can describe the observed fr
quency dependence of the Hall coefficientRH5sxy /(Hsxx

2 ).
As follows from Eqs.~6!–~8!, ReRH(v) starts at one value
at v50 and saturates to a different value atv5`. While
ImRH50 at v50 and v5`, it is in general nonzero a
other frequencies. This is the qualitative behavior of the
perimental data shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1. The ra
of the low- and high-frequency limits,

ReRH~v50!

ReRH~v5`!
5

b1t1
21b2t2

2

~a1t11a2t2!2
, ~13!

can be fitted to the experimental value. On the other hand
the additive two-t model, cotuH(v) cannot have an exactly
linear dependence onv. However, it can have a dependen
that is close to linear for special choices of the model para
eters. This is in contrast to the multiplicative model@Eqs.~1!
and ~2!#, which automatically produces Re cotuH(v)5const
and Im cotuH(v)}v. This important distinction between th
two models can be tested by measuring cotuH(v) at different
temperatures and verifying whether a linear frequency
pendence exists at all temperatures.

We now discuss the analysis of the experimental data
Ref. 9 in terms of the additive two-t model~6!–~8!. Instead
of fitting cotuH andRH deduced from the experimental da
by Kramers-Kronig analysis, we fit the raw data shown
Fig. 2 by solid circles. The lower panel in this figure show
the transmission spectrumT(v) in zero magnetic field, and
the upper panel gives the ratio of the transmittancesT1(v)
and T2(v) of circularly polarized light for two opposite
orientations of the magnetic field:H59 T andH529 T.
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The transmission coefficient of a thin film of thicknessD is
related to conductivities~6! and ~7! by the standard formula
that takes into account multiple reflections in the substra9

T6~v!5
4nTcorr

u11n1Z0D~sxx6 isxy!u2
, ~14!

where

Tcorr5
11Rs

12RsR
6~v!

, ~15!

Rs5S n21

n11D 2

, ~16!

R6~v!5U12n1Z0D~sxx6 isxy!

11n1Z0D~sxx6 isxy!
U2

, ~17!

Z054p/c is the impedance of free space, andn is the sub-
strate refraction index. The superscripts6 in Eqs.~14!, ~15!,
and ~17! refer to the magnetic field parallel and antiparal
to thez axis.

Because the additive two-t model has many adjustabl
parameters, we divide our fitting procedure into two sta
and each stage into several steps. At the first stage we
all six parameters of the two-t model as independent var
ables. At this stage we examine how well the general ad
tive two-t model fits the experimental data. We consec
tively optimize over the fitting parameters, leaving t
optimization overa1 andb1 for the last step. At the secon
stage~Sec. III! we take into account thata1 and b1 are re-

FIG. 2. Far-infrared transmission spectra of a YBa2Cu3O7 thin
film. The lower panel gives the frequency dependence of the tr
mittanceT(v) in zero magnetic field. The upper panel shows t
ratio of the transmittances atH59 andH529 T. The solid circles
represent the experimental values from Ref. 9. The solid cu
show the frequency dependences generated by the additive tt
model~6!–~8!. The dashed and the dotted curves in the upper p
represent the multiplicative two-t model@Eqs.~1! and~2!# and the
charge-conjugation model@Eqs. ~21!–~23!#, respectively. The
dashed curve in the lower panel is obtained in the single-relaxat
time Drude model.
:

l

s
eat

i-
-

lated to the electron dispersion law via Eqs.~11! and ~12!
and perform optimization for a model Fermi surface
YBa2Cu3O7.

First we fit the transmittance spectrum in zero magne
field, T(v), which involves the parametersa1, t1, t2, and
vp , but notb1 andvH . For the fixed values of the param
eters a1<1 and j5t2 /t1.1, we find the value of
vp(a1 ,j,t1) from T(v50) and the value oft1(a1 ,j) by
minimizing the mean-square deviation between the theor
cal and experimental data forT(v):

x15A1

N(
i 51

N UT~exp!~v i !2T~v i !

T~exp!~v i !
U2

. ~18!

In Eq. ~18! the sum is taken over theN experimental values
of frequencies, the superscript~exp! denotes the experimen
tal data, andT(v i) refers to the theoretical values from th
additive two-t model. Then we scan the values of the para
etersa1 andj, and retain for further consideration only thos
sets (a1 ,j) wherex1<5% andj<6. The latter condition is
imposed on the grounds that the scattering rate varia
j5t2 /t1 should not be too large, because a very stro
variation of t would be hard to justify within the Fermi
liquid picture.

Next, for given values ofa1 and j, we determine the
parametersvH and b1 in Eq. ~7! by matching the two ex-
tremal points of the magnetic measuremen
Re cotuH(v50)543 and ReRH(v50)/ReRH(v5200
cm21)53. For a fixed value ofa1, b1(j) is found to first
increase with increasingj and then decrease. Thus,b1 does
not exceed a certain maximal value that depends ona1, and
there exist two different values ofj that generate the sam
value of b1 below the maximum. Again assuming that th
scattering rate variation should not be too large, we setj to
the lower of these two values. With these restrictions, we
map the pair of variables (a1 ,j) onto the pair (a1 ,b1) and
use the latter as the pair of independent variables. To c
acterize the quality of a fit in magnetic field, we calculate t
mean-square deviation between the experimental and t
retical data forr (v)5T1(v)/T2(v):

x25A1

N(
i 51

N Ur ~exp!~v i !2r ~v i !

r ~exp!~v i !
U2

, ~19!

and present the contour plots ofx1(a1 ,b1) andx2(a1 ,b1) in
Fig. 3. The above listed constraints are satisfied in
(a1 ,b1) area below the dashed curve in Fig. 3. The cont
lines of x1(a1 ,b1) andx2(a1 ,b1) intersect in a roughly or-
thogonal manner. The optimal fit of the experimental curv
for T(v) and r (v) is achieved in the shaded area in Fig.
where both deviations between the theoretical and exp
mental data are minimal:x1(a1 ,b1),2% and x2(a1 ,b1)
,0.3%. The latter value is smaller than the experimen
error bars approximately equal to 0.5%.

It was noticed in Ref. 9 that the zero-field transmittan
T(v) can be well fitted with a simple Drude model. Accor
ing to Fig. 3, the simple Drude model (a151) indeed pro-
vides a good fit forT(v) with x153.5%, but the additive
two-t model provides a better fit withx1(a1 ,b1),2%.
While this is natural because the additive two-t model has
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more fitting parameters, it does signify that small correctio
to the simple Drude model are required to properly desc
T(v).

III. MAPPING t1 AND t2 TO THE FERMI SURFACE
OF YBa2Cu3O7

In this section we will incorporate the band structure
YBa2Cu3O7 into our fitting procedure for the additive two-t
model. The band structure of YBa2Cu3O7 has been calcu
lated by several groups.35–38 The Fermi surface of this ma
terial is found to contain four sheets: the bonding and a
bonding bands originating from the two CuO2 planes, the
CuO chain band, and a small column-shaped~the so-called
‘‘stick’’ ! pocket originating from the BaO planes~see, for
example, Fig. 2 in Ref. 37!. Photoemission measure
ments39–42agree qualitatively with the theoretical results, a
though the stick pocket was reported only in Ref. 39. T
chain band was observed in positron annihilati
experiments,43 and the stick pocket has also been reported
the de Haas–van Alphen experiments.44 Unfortunately, it is
very difficult to extract the electron dispersion law
YBa2Cu3O7 from the photoemission measuremen
quantitatively.42 Nevertheless, a best effort attempt w

FIG. 3. Contour plots ofx1(a1 ,b1) @Eq. ~18!# and x2(a1 ,b1)
@Eq. ~19!# shown by the solid lines. Bothx1(a1 ,b1) andx2(a1 ,b1)
are minimal in the shaded area:x1,2% andx2,0.3%. Various
constraints listed in Sec. II are satisfied below the dashed line.
dotted line, labeled YBCO, illustrates the relation betweena1 and
b1 for the CuO2 bonding band of YBa2Cu3O7. The solid square
denotes the best mapping of the additive two-t model onto the
CuO2 bonding band of YBa2Cu3O7.
s
e

f

i-

e

n

made by Schabel45 for the G –S and X–S directions in the
YBa2Cu3O7 Brillouin zone. The band-structure
calculations36,37give the following values of the Fermi wav
vector and velocity along theG –S and X–S directions for
the bonding CuO2 band at kz5p/d:46 kF

(G2S)50.9 p/a,
kF

(X2S)50.72 p/b, v (G2S)50.6 eV•b/\, and v (X2S)51.2
eV•b/\, wherea53.8 Å andb53.9 Å are the lattice con-
stants of YBa2Cu3O7. These values agree with the data
Schabel45 within 10% for kF and 25% forvF .

This semiquantitative agreement with the photoemiss
experiment encourages us to use the band calculation
Refs. 36,37 in our analysis. We first calculate the contrib
tions of each band tosxx , syy , andsxy , assuming that all
bands have a single relaxation timet and using Eqs.~3! and
~4! integrated overkz from 0 to 2p/d. The results are shown
in Table I. The values of totalvp,x , vp,y , and RH are in
reasonable agreement with previous band-struc
calculations.47 As follows from Table I, the CuO2 bonding
band gives maximal contribution to both the longitudinal a
Hall conductivities. Thus, to simplify the analysis, we ma
the approximation of neglecting the contributions of t
other bands and consider only the bonding band. The Fe
surface of the bonding band is shown in Fig. 4 forkz5p/d.
It contains the same geometrical features~large flat regions
and sharp corners! that were discussed for the additive twot
model in Refs. 4,5~see Sec. I!. The observed shape of th
Fermi surface and the close values of the plasma frequen
vp,x

2 54.13108 cm21 and vp,y
2 54.53108 cm21, confirm

that the bonding band has an approximate tetragonal sym
try. Strictly speaking, the conductivities should be calcula
for a given value ofkz using the 2D formalism of Sec. II and

he

FIG. 4. Fermi surface of the CuO2 bonding band of YBa2Cu3O7

for kz5p/d according to the band-structure calculations of Ref.
The regions denoted by the thin lines have the short scattering
t1, whereas the bold regions have the long scattering timet2.
a
TABLE I. Contributions of different YBa2Cu3O7 bands to the longitudinal and Hall conductivities in
single-relaxation-time-t model. As it is conventional in optics, the frequencies are given in cm21. The
plasma frequenciesvp,x andvp,y are taken from Ref. 36.

Bonding Antibonding Chains Stick
Total CuO2 band CuO2 band CuO band BaO pocket

4psxx /t5vp,x
2 73108 cm22 59% 36% 4% 1%

4psyy /t5vp,y
2 123108 cm22 37% 32% 30% 1%

4psxy /t2 at H59 T 23109 cm23 82% 40% 228% 6%
RH5sxy /(Hsxxsyy) 0.1631029 m3/C
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TABLE II. Parameters of the additive two-t model for the best mapping onto the YBa2Cu3O7 Fermi
surface.

a1 b1 j5t2 /t1 t1
21 t2

21 vp vH at H59 T x1 x2

0.9 0.71 3.9 297 cm21 76 cm21 104 cm21 1.7 cm21 2% 0.3%
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then integrated overkz . However, because the dispersion
the bonding band in thez direction is weak, we will simply
use«(kx ,ky ,kz5p/d) in the equations of Sec. II as the 2
electron dispersion law. We select the valuekz5p/d, since
only for that value ofkz the CuO2 bonding band does no
hybridize with the CuO chain band because of parity; th
distortion of the plane band due to the chain band is minim

In mapping the additive two-t model considered in Sec. I
onto the bonding band of YBa2Cu3O7, we must address two
basic questions. First, is it possible to divide the Fermi s
face of YBa2Cu3O7 in such a manner that the dimensionle
weightsa1 and b1, calculated via Eqs.~11! and ~12!, have
the values required by the additive two-t model? An answer
to this question depends only on the variation of the Fe
velocity v(kt) over the Fermi surface, but not on the over
scale ofv. Second, do the values of the dimensional para
eters vp and vH for YBa2Cu3O7 agree with those in the
additive two-t model?

We assign the shorter relaxation timet1 to the large flat
regions, making them ‘‘hot’’ with respect to relaxation, an
the longer timet2 to the corners~bold lines in Fig. 4!, mak-
ing them ‘‘cold.’’ This assignment, which is required to fi
the ac and dc magnetotransport data for magnetic field a
the c axis, is also consistent with the conclusions of t
transport experiments with the field in theab plane.29 To
find an optimal decomposition of the Fermi surface into
hot and cold regions, we gradually increase the size of
cold regions symmetrically with respect to theG –S diagonal
and calculate the weightsa1 andb1 of the contribution of the
hot regions tosxx and sxy from Eqs. ~11! and ~12!. The
weights a1 and b1 gradually decrease from 1 to 0, whic
generates the dotted curve in Fig. 3 labeled YBCO. T
YBCO curve passes through the upper part of the sha
area in Fig. 3, where the deviation of the additive twot
model from the experimental points is minimal. The so
square in Fig. 3 indicates the point of the best mapping of
YBa2Cu3O7 Fermi surface onto the additive two-t model.
The parameters of the additive two-t model at this optimal
point are given in Table II. The frequency dependences
T(v), r (v), RH(v), and cotuH(v), generated in the additive
two-t model with this set of parameters, are shown by
solid lines in Figs. 2 and 1. These lines are in good agr
ment with the experimental points. Thus, the answer to
first question formulated earlier in this section is positiv
The Fermi surface of YBa2Cu3O7 can be decomposed int
the hot and cold regions in such a manner that the shap
the frequency dependences agrees well with the experim

Since the additive two-t model with the parameters give
in Table II fits the experimental data9 very well, we will refer
to the values in Table II as the experimental values. T
value of the plasma frequency,vp

(exp)5104 cm21, in Table II
is in reasonable agreement with the valuesvp,x5104 cm21

and vp,y51.63104 cm21 found in previous measure
,
l.

r-

i
l
-

ng

e
e

e
ed

e

f

e
e-
e
:

of
nt.

e

ments.48 ~Unlike Ref. 48, the experiment in Ref. 9 was pe
formed on twinned samples of YBa2Cu3O7, thusvp

(exp) is an
average ofvp,x andvp,y . The difference betweenvp,x and
vp,y is mostly due to the CuO chains, which contribute p
dominantly tovp,y , but not tovp,x .) The valuesvp

(exp)5104

cm21 and vH
(exp)51.7 cm21 from Table II differ consider-

ably from the corresponding values found in the band str
ture calculations for the CuO2 bonding band:
vp,x

(bond)523104 cm21 andvH
(bond)54 cm21 ~see Table I!. If

a1, b1, t1, and t2 from Table II are assigned to the CuO2

bonding band withvp and vH calculated in Table I, the
discrepancies between the calculated and measured v
are as follows: sxx

(bond)(v)/sxx
(exp)(v)5(vp,x

(bond)/vp
(exp))2

54 and RH
(bond)(v)/RH

(exp)(v)5(vH
(bond)/vH

(exp))(vp,x
(bond)/

vp
(exp))2250.6. ~The ratios are frequency independent, b

cause the model matches the shape of the experimenta
quency dependence.! The discrepancy between the calc
lated and experimental values of the plasma frequencies
been noticed and discussed in literature.47,48 The simplest
way to resolve this discrepancy is to assume that the Fe
velocity, proportional tovp

2 via Eq.~9!, is uniformly reduced
by a factor of 4 due to many-body renormalization effe
coming from electron-phonon interaction or other correlat
effects. Indeed, a factor of two to four renormalization h
been deduced from a memory function analysis of infra
data by Schlesingeret al.33 However, the uniform renormal
ization of the Fermi velocity cannot correct the discrepan
in the Hall coefficient, sinceRH is not sensitive to the veloc
ity scaling factor@see Eqs.~3! and ~4!#. Thus, the answer to
the second question formulated earlier in this section is ne
tive: The overall scales of the transport coefficients cal
lated for the band structure of YBa2Cu3O7 differ significantly
from the measured values. Nevertheless, considering
crudeness of our model assumptions~discontinuous distribu-
tion of t, neglected contributions of other bands, and ign
ing many-body renormalization effects!, the qualitative and
semiquantitative agreement of the fits indicates that
Fermi-liquid interpretation remains viable.

Every pointkt on a 2D Fermi surface has a certain Fer
velocity vector v(kt)5„vx(kt),vy(kt)…. As the point kt
moves along the Fermi surface, the 2D vectorv(kt) traces a
certain curve in the 2D velocity space (vx ,vy). This curve is
shown in Fig. 5 by the solid curve for the bonding band
YBa2Cu3O7. The cold regions of the Fermi surface are ind
cated by the bold lines in Fig. 5. Correspondingly, the me
free-path vectorl(kt)5t(kt)v(kt) also traces a certain curv
in the mean-free-path space (l x ,l y) ~the l curve!. It was
shown by Ong34 that the Hall conductivitysxy of a 2D elec-
tron gas is proportional to the area enclosed by thel curve
@see Eq.~4!#. To illustrate the shape of thel curve, we mul-
tiply the Fermi velocity in the cold regions by the facto
j5t2 /t153.9 and present the scaled curve by the das
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lines in Fig. 5. Thel curve for the YBa2Cu3O7 bonding band
is the same~up to the overall factort1) as the curve consist
ing of the dashed and thin lines in Fig. 5. This curve
qualitatively similar to thel curve found in Ref. 22 in the
model of antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations. On the oth
hand, ourl curve differs from thel curve used in Refs. 4,5
where it was assumed the variation ofl(kt)5t(kt)v(kt) is
dominated by the variation ofv(kt). Contrarily, we find that
the variation of the scattering timet(kt) outweighs the varia-
tion of the Fermi-surface velocityv(kt). Since the area of the
sector enclosed by dashed lines in Fig. 5 is larger than
area enclosed by the thin curves, the Hall conductivity
zero frequency is dominated by the cold regions with
long relaxation timet2. In the opposite limit of high fre-
quency, the effective scattering times~8! become equal, and
the contributions of the hot and the cold regions of the Fe
surface to the Hall conductivitysxy become comparable. In
contrast, the longitudinal conductivitysxx , which is propor-
tional to the mean-free-path average over the Fermi sur
~3!, is dominated by the hot regions of the Fermi surface
both high- and low-frequency limits.

Following Ref. 5, we assign linear and quadratic tempe
ture dependences to the scattering rates of the additive twt
model:

t1
215hT, t2

215T2/W.

Using the values oft1
21 andt2

21 ~see Table II! obtained by
the fit of the ac Hall data to the additive two-t model and
taking into account that the ac measurements of Ref. 9 w
taken atT595 K, we find h54.5 andW582.5 K. Using
these and the other parameters listed in Table II, we calcu
the temperature dependencesrxx(T), RH(T), and cotuH(T)
for the additive two-t model and show them by the soli
curves in Fig. 6. The top panel in Fig. 6 demonstrate
nearly linear temperature dependence ofrxx(T). the bottom
panel shows the temperature dependence of cotuH. While not
exactly quadratic, it does resemble the experimental dat

FIG. 5. Solid lines: distribution of the Fermi velocity vecto
(vx ,vy) for the CuO2 bonding band of YBa2Cu3O7 according to the
band-structure calculations of Ref. 37 forkz5p/d. Bold lines: re-
gions with the long scattering timet2. Dashed lines: the Ferm
velocity scaled by the factor ofj5t2 /t153.9. The area enclose
by the dashed and thin lines determines the zero-frequency
conductivity via Ong’s formula~Ref. 34!.
r
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Refs. 3 and 4. With the assumed temperature depende
for the scattering times, we find that the two relaxation tim
become approximately equal atT5371 K: t1(T5371 K!
't2(T5371 K!. Thus we may expect Drude-like behavio
for all frequency dependences atT5371 K, i.e., ReRH(v) to
be approximately frequency-independent and ImRH(v)'0.

In our discussion of the Hall effect, we have assumed
low-magnetic-field limitvHt!1, wheresxy is given by Eq.
~4! in terms of the distribution of the scattering time and t
Fermi velocity over the Fermi surface. Using the paramet
given in Table II, we find that for the moderate magne
field of 9 T used in experiment9 vHt155.731023 and
vHt252.231022, thus the low-field conditionvHt!1 is
indeed satisfied. On the other hand, in the strong-magne
field limit vHt@1, the Hall coefficient is given by a differ
ent formula1 in terms of the concentration of carriers~holes!:

RH5
V

2ecS
, ~20!

whereS is the dimensionless fraction of the Brillouin zon
enclosed by the Fermi surface, andV5abd is the unit-cell
volume of the crystal.46 For the bonding band o
YBa2Cu3O7, we find thatS50.51, and the Hall coefficient in
a strong magnetic field, RH(vHt@1)51.13109

m3/C'0.3 RH(vHt!1), is three times lower than in a wea
magnetic field. The three-times reduction of the dcRH from
low to high magnetic fields is approximately the same as
reduction ofRH from low to high frequencies~see Fig. 1!.
Both effects have the common origin: The strong variation
t over the Fermi surface, essential for the Hall effect at l
v and low H, becomes irrelevant for highv or high H.
Recent experiment in overdoped Tl2Ba2CuO61d with Tc;30
K ~Ref. 49! found a decrease ofRH in a very strong field of
60 T wherevHt50.9, in qualitative agreement with the the
oretical picture outlined above.

all

FIG. 6. Temperature dependences of resistivityrxx ~top panel!,
the Hall coefficientRH ~middle panel!, and the inverse Hall angle
cotuH at H59 T ~bottom panel!, generated in the additive and mu
tiplicative two-t models by assigningt1

21, t tr
21 , G f}T and t2

21 ,
tH

21 , Gs}T2. The solid, dashed, and dotted curves correspond to
additive, multiplicative, and charge-conjugation models, resp
tively.
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We can also consider mapping of the additive twot
model onto two distinct bands characterized by different
laxation times, for example the CuO2 bonding band and the
BaO stick pocket. Assuming for simplicity that the ban
have parabolic dispersion and using the parameters liste
Table II, we estimate the Fermi wave vectors, masses,
plasma frequencies of the corresponding bands:kF,150.84
p/a and kF,250.14 p/a, m156 m and m251.7m,
vp,1

2 593107 cm21 and vp,2
2 5107 cm21, where m is the

free-electron mass. The values of the Fermi mome
roughly agree with the Fermi momenta of the CuO2 bonding
band ~see the beginning of this section! and the BaO stick
pocket (kF

(stick)50.11 p/a along the S–X direction at
kz5p/d) found in band-structure calculations,37 as well as
the values 0.12p/a and 0.17p/a found in de Haas–van
Alphen experiments44 for kF

(stick) . The value ofvp,1 differs
significantly from the plasma frequency of the bonding ba
by about the same factor that we discussed earlier in
section:vp,1

2 50.2 (vp,x
(bond))2, whereasvp,2 is comparable to

the plasma frequency of the stick pocket,vp,2
2

51.25 (vp,x
(stick))2. However, de Haas–van Alphe

experiments44 give the value 7m for the mass of the stick
pocket, which strongly disagrees with the value required
the two-t model. The contribution of the stick pocket to th
Hall conductivity, 6% according to the band-structure calc
lations ~see Table I!, is too small compared with the valu
b2512b1529% required by the two-t model ~see Table
II !. In other words, to fit experiment,9 one needs a large an
heavy Fermi surface, combined with a small and light o
On the contrary, band-structure calculations,37 as well as de
Haas–van Alphen experiments,44 evince the large and ligh
bonding Fermi surface, combined with the small and he
stick Fermi surface. As a result, mapping of the additive tw
t model onto the CuO2 bonding band and the BaO stic
pocket does not appear to be consistent with the ac an
magnetotransport data.

IV. FITTING sxx„v… AND sxy„v… IN MULTIPLICATIVE
TWO-t MODELS

As mentioned in Sec. I, the experimental data of Ref
can be well fitted by the multiplicative two-t model defined
by Eqs.~1! and~2!. The charge-conjugation model18 has the
same multiplicative law for the Hall conductivity, but a di
ferent expression for the longitudinal conductivity:

sxx~v!5
vp

2

2p@G̃ f~v!1G̃s~v!#
, ~21!

sxy~v!5
vp

2vH

4pG̃ f~v!G̃s~v!
, ~22!

G̃ j~v!5G j2 iv, j 5 f ,s. ~23!

In this section, we fit the experimental frequency dep
dencesT(v), r (v), RH(v), and cotuH(v) using both multi-
plicative two-t models. Both models have four phenomen
logical parameters: the prefactorsvp and vH and the
relaxation ratest tr

21 andtH
21 or G f andGs . In both formal-
-

in
nd

ta

d
is

y

-

.

y
-

dc

9

-

-

isms, fitting the zero-field transmittance spectrumT(v) is
equivalent to using a model with a single relaxation tim
which we have already studied in Sec. II as the special c
a151. That gives the following values of the paramete
vp59.23103 cm21, t tr

215(G f1Gs)/25185 cm21, and
x153.5%. The zero-field transmittance spectrumT(v), gen-
erated by these parameters, is shown by the dashed cur
the lower panel of Fig. 2. Then we findvH by fitting
cotuH(v50)543 and find the ratio of the relaxation rates b
minimizing the deviationx2 @see Eq.~19!#. For the model
~1!–~2!, we find tH

21554 cm21, vH
2151.3 cm21, and

x250.22%. For the charge-conjugation model~21!–~23!,
the values of the parameters are:G f5322 cm21, Gs549
cm21, vH52 cm21, andx250.29%. The frequency depen
dences ofRH(v), cotuH(v), and r (v) generated with these
sets of parameters are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 by the da
curves for the model~1!–~2! and by the dotted curves for th
model~21!–~23!. While both models are in reasonably goo
agreement with the experimental data, the fit to Anderso
model appears systematically better than the cha
conjugation model. Assigning the following temperature d
pendences to the scattering rates:t tr

21 ,G f}T and tH
21 ,Gs

}T2, we obtain the temperature dependencesrxx(T), RH(T),
and cotuH(T) shown in Fig. 6 by the dashed lines for Ande
son’s model and by the dotted lines for the charg
conjugation model. The temperature dependences in all t
models are relatively close to each other and agree qua
tively with the experiment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have examined various phenomenolo
cal interpretations of the ac Hall effect in the normal state
YBa2Cu3O7. We have demonstrated that it is possible to
the magnetotransport data obtained in Ref. 9 within a Fer
liquid model, if different regions on the Fermi surface a
characterized by two different relaxation times~the additive
two-t model!. Mapping the additive two-t model onto the
CuO2 bonding band of YBa2Cu3O7 calculated in Refs. 36,37
we find that the large flat regions of the Fermi surface hav
short relaxation time~are ‘‘hot’’ !, whereas the sharp corne
have a long relaxation time~are ‘‘cold’’ !. This distribution of
the relaxation times over the Fermi surface of the Cu2
bonding band allows us to fit the shape of the experime
frequency dependences very well. On the other hand, th
are considerable discrepancies between the band-stru
calculations and the experiment in the overall magnitude
transport coefficients, which can be partially resolved by
cluding many-body renormalization of the Fermi velocity.

We also find that the data of Ref. 9 can be well fitted
the two unconventional, multiplicative two-t models: Ander-
son’s 2D Luttinger-liquid model11 generalized to finite fre-
quencies by Kaplanet al.9 and somewhat less well by th
charge-conjugation-symmetry model by Coleman, Schofi
and Tsvelik.18 We conclude that the existing experiment
data does not permit a definitive discrimination betwe
these three models. Measurements of the frequency de
dence of the ac Hall effect at different temperatures would
very useful. Since the relaxation rates have different te
perature dependences, the frequency dependences of m
totransport coefficients in the three models should cha
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with temperature differently, so that discrimination betwe
the different models may become possible.
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